
This week’s reflections are offered by the Rev’d Dominic Holroyd-Thomas, Curate in the Welwyn 

Team. Over the next six days, Dominic will be exploring the life and writings of Julian of Norwich. 

 

Friday 

 

Hearing the voice of God 

 

Whenever we turn on the news (when coronavirus isn’t a thing) we can be sure that there will likely 

be a report on mental health, whether that be the underfunding of mental health services or the 

increase in use of anti-depressants. We can be in no doubt that this is a global health emergency. 

But I often wonder if this is anything new. Surely people have always suffered from anxiety, 

depression and psychosis?  

 

When reflecting on Julian, it is difficult to understand the disparity between the impact of her text in 

the 14th century, and her as the revered theologian we regard her as today. Our scientific insight into 

the working of the mind is quick to dismiss the hearing of voices as hallucinations which ought to be 

treated as a mental health difficulty – often treated by medication. If Julian were alive today, would 

she be able to hear and see God beyond the drugs which suppress her ability to see the outworking 

of the divine? People claiming to hear or see things from God today are often perceived as being in 

the midst of a mental health crisis, rather than having a privileged insight into the person of God. 

 

Now it is important to state that not all people suffering from psychosis will be hearing or seeing 

God, but the correlation between psychosis and Christian mysticism is striking. 

 

We know that Julian was physically ill the time she had received her visions, and we know that 

physical illness can affect our cognitive ability, so of course it is entirely plausible that Julian’s grave 

physical sickness caused some form of psychosis, and her visions are not the outworking of God but 

her own imagination. However, this only became popular opinion in the middle of the 17th century: 

until then the sensation of hearing or seeing things was widely understood as having a special, or 

sacred, form of knowledge. 

 

One of the setbacks of the twenty-first century is that we find it increasingly difficult to handle 

anything except quantifiable, or scientific, evidence. Yet, auditory and visual experiences 

(hallucinations) have played a pivotal part in religion for millennia.  Indeed, we learn of numerous 

occasions in the bible when God speaks to people through a voice or appearance from heaven.   

 

Despite the modern backdrop of viewing mysticism as suspicious, Julian’s writings have enlightened 

our understanding of the loving qualities of God and continue to be a source of hope for Christians 

today, and Julian finds herself in a long line of biblical and mystical figures. 
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